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Abstract
The global irregularity of a digraph D is defined by ig(D) = max{d+(x), d−(x)} − min{d+(y), d−(y)}
over all vertices x and y of D (including x = y). In this paper we prove that if D is a c-partite tournament
such that c 4 and |V (D)| > 476ig(D)+ 13 917 then there exists a path of length l between any two given
vertices for all 42 l  |V (D)|− 1. There are many consequences of this result. For example we show that
all sufficiently large regular c-partite tournaments with c 4 have a Hamilton cycle through any given arc,
and the condition c  4 is best possible. Sufficient conditions are furthermore given for when a c-partite
tournament with c 4 has a Hamilton cycle containing a given path or a set of given arcs. We show that all
sufficiently large c-partite tournaments with c  5 and bounded ig are vertex-pancyclic and all sufficiently
large regular 4-partite tournaments are vertex-pancyclic. Finally we give a lower bound on the number of
Hamilton cycles in a c-partite tournament with c 4.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and terminology
A c-partite or multipartite tournament (MT) is an orientation of a complete c-partite graph.
A tournament is a c-partite tournament with exactly c vertices. Multipartite tournaments are well
studied (see e.g., Bang-Jensen and Gutin [1], Guo [2], Gutin [3], Volkmann [5], and Yeo [11]).
We shall assume that the reader is familiar with standard terminology on directed graphs
(see, e.g., Bang-Jensen and Gutin [1]). In this paper all digraphs are finite without loops or
multiple arcs. The vertex set and the arc set of a digraph D are denoted by V (D) and A(D),
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two disjoint subsets of V (D) or subdigraphs of D such that there is no arc from Y to X in D,
then we write X ⇒ Y . By dD(X,Y ) = d(X,Y ) we denote the number of arcs from X to Y (i.e.
d(X,Y ) = |{xy ∈ A(D): x ∈ X, y ∈ Y }|). By ED(X,Y ) = E(X,Y ) we denote the number of
arcs between X and Y (i.e. E(X,Y ) = |{uv ∈ A(D): v ∈ X, u ∈ Y or u ∈ X, v ∈ Y }|). Note that
if X ∩ Y = ∅, then E(X,Y ) = d(X,Y )+ d(Y,X).
The out-neighbourhood N+D(x) = N+(x) of a vertex x is the set of vertices dominated by x,
and the in-neighbourhood N−D(x) = N−(x) is the set of vertices dominating x. If X is a set
of vertices then N+(X) denotes all the vertices which are dominated by at least one vertex
in X. N−(X) is defined analogously. For a vertex set X of D, we define D〈X〉 as the subdi-
graph induced by X. The numbers d+D(x) = d+(x) = |N+(x)| and d−D(x) = d−(x) = |N−(x)|
are the out-degree and the in-degree of x, respectively. The minimum out-degree and the mini-
mum in-degree of D are denoted by δ+ = δ+(D) and δ− = δ−(D), respectively. The maximum
out-degree and the maximum in-degree of D are denoted by Δ+ = Δ+(D) and Δ− = Δ−(D),
respectively.
The global irregularity of a digraph D is defined by ig(D) = max{d+(x), d−(x)} −
min{d+(y), d−(y)} over all vertices x and y of D (including x = y), and the local irregular-
ity by il(D) = max |d+(x)− d−(x)| over all vertices x of D. If ig(D) = 0, then D is regular.
Regular MTs, and close to regular MTs, are particularly well studied. In 1989 C.Q. Zhang
conjectured that all regular MTs have a Hamilton cycle (see [14]). In [10] Yeo proved this con-
jecture (see also [11]). This result has been generalised in several ways since then. The main
result of this paper is the following theorem (see Section 3 for the proof).
Theorem 3.1. Let D be a c-partite tournament of order n and c  4, and let x and y be two
distinct vertices in D. If n > 476ig(D) + 13 917, then there exists an (x, y)-path P in D of
length l, for all 42 l  n− 1.
An easy consequence of Theorem 3.1 is that all sufficiently large regular c-partite tournaments
with c 4 contain a Hamilton cycle through any given arc. We cannot relax the condition c 4
in Theorem 3.1 due to the following proposition.
Proposition 1.1. There exists an infinite class of regular 3-partite tournaments, which contain
an arc e, which is not contained in any Hamilton cycle.
Proof. Let D∗k be the 3-partite tournament, with partite sets V1, V2 and V3, such that |V1| =|V2| = |V3| = k > 1 and V1 → V2 → V3 → V1. Let Ck = x1x2x3x1 be any 3-cycle in D∗k , such
that xi ∈ Vi , for i = 1,2,3. Let Dk be the 3-partite tournament obtained from D∗k by reversing
the arcs in Ck . Clearly Dk is regular and we will show that there is no Hamilton cycle in Dk ,
containing the arc x2x1 (which after the reversal is an arc of Dk).
Assume that there is a Hamilton cycle, H , in Dk , containing the arc x2x1. We now consider
the case when x1x3 ∈ A(H). Clearly x3x2 /∈ A(H), as k > 1. So all other arcs in H go from
some Vi to Vi+1 (modulo 3). However this gives us k + 1 arcs going into V1 (from V3 ∪ {x2}),
a contradiction. So x1x3 /∈ A(H). Analogously we can show that x3x2 /∈ A(H). But now, since
we only use x2x1 and arcs going from some Vi to Vi+1 (modulo 3), we get k + 1 arcs going into
V1 (from V3 ∪ {x2}), a contradiction. 
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Yeo has also given several talks on a result stating that all sufficiently large regular 4-partite
tournaments are vertex-pancyclic. This result, which was based on a complicated probabilistic
argument, has not been written up yet. Using Theorem 3.1 we will give a short proof of this result
in Section 6.
In Section 6 we furthermore show that all sufficiently large c-partite tournaments with c  5
and bounded global irregularity are vertex-pancyclic. This generalises a result in [4], where the
result was shown for ig  1. In Section 6 we in fact show that all sufficiently large c-partite tour-
naments, D, with c 4 and bounded global irregularity contain cycles of length 5,6, . . . , |V (D)|
through any given arc. So we are close to showing arc-pancyclicity, not just vertex-pancyclicity.
However it is not difficult to find infinite examples without cycles of length 3 through some arc.
In Sections 4 and 5 we give strong bounds on the global irregularity, which imply Hamilton
cycles through paths or collection of arcs. Finally in Section 7, we give a lower bound on the
number of Hamilton cycles in an MT.
In [9], Volkmann and Yeo give bounds on the required irregularity of an MT in order to ensure
a Hamilton path through a given arc or path. In this paper we will extend these results to Hamilton
cycles in the following way (see Section 4 for a proof).
Theorem 4.1. Let D be a c-partite tournament of order n and c 4 and let P be an l-path in D,
such that n > 476ig(D) + 477l + 13 440. Then there exists a Hamilton cycle in D, containing
the path P .
Note that the proofs in this paper are completely different than those in [9]. We now need the
following additional terminology.
By a cycle or path we mean a directed cycle or directed path. A path of length m is an m-
path. A cycle or path in a digraph D is Hamiltonian if it includes all the vertices of D. If P =
p0p1 . . . pl is a path, then we say that P is a (p0,pl)-path, and P [pi,pj ] denotes the path
pipi+1 . . . pj , when i  j . If x and y are distinct vertices, then an (x, y)-Hamilton path is a
Hamilton path from x to y. In general if we are considering a path or cycle containing a vertex x
then x+ will denote the successor of x on this path or cycle and x− will denote the predecessor
of x on this path or cycle. A set of arcs A is called path-extendible if no arcs in A have the
same head or tail, and the arcs in A do not induce any cycles (that is, if we delete all arcs not
in A from D, then we get an acyclic digraph with Δ−,Δ+  1). Note that a path-extendible set
of arcs may not be extendible to a path in the digraph we are considering, but they will always
be extendible to a path if we may add any arcs we want (also arcs that are not in the digraph
under consideration). If V1,V2, . . . , Vc are the partite sets of a c-partite tournament D such that
|V1| |V2| · · · |Vc|, then we let vmax(D) = |Vc| and vmin(D) = |V1|.
2. Preliminary results
The following result is very useful and will often be used without explicitly referring to the
lemma below.
Lemma 2.1. If D is a c-partite tournament of order n, then n/c + 2ig(D)  vmax(D) and
n/c − 2ig(D) vmin(D).
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d−(x) = n − |Vi | we note that max{d+(x), d−(x)}  (n − |Vi |)/2 and min{d+(y), d−(y)} 
(n− |Vj |)/2, which implies the following
ig(D)max
{
d+(x), d−(x)
}− min{d+(y), d−(y)} |Vj | − |Vi |
2
.
By setting |Vj | = vmax(D) and |Vi | = vmin(D), we obtain that 2ig(D) vmax(D)− vmin(D).
Since n/c is the average size of a partite set in D, we note that vmin(D) n/c vmax(D), which
implies the desired results. 
The following has been included in several papers (see [9]), but we include the proof here as
it is quite short.
Lemma 2.2. If D is an MT of order n, then (n − vmax(D) − ig(D))/2  d+(x), d−(x) 
(n− vmin(D)+ ig(D))/2, for all x ∈ V (D).
Proof. Assume that there is some x with d+(x) < (n − vmax(D) − ig(D))/2. As d+(x) +
d−(x) = n − |Vi |, where Vi is the partite set containing x, we note that d−(x) > n − |Vi | −
(n−vmax(D)− ig(D))/2. Therefore d−(x)−d+(x) > n−|Vi |− (n−vmax(D)− ig(D)), which
implies the following contradiction
ig(D) > n− vmax(D)− n+ vmax(D)+ ig(D) = ig(D).
The other cases can be proved analogously. 
Corollary 2.3. If D is a c-partite tournament of order n and c  4, then (3n − 12ig(D))/8 
d+(x), d−(x).
Proof. The corollary follows from Lemma 2.1, Lemma 2.2 and the following
n− vmax(D)− ig(D) n−
(
n
c
+ 2ig(D)
)
− ig(D) n− n4 − 3ig(D)
= 3n− 12ig(D)
4
. 
Lemma 2.4. If D is a digraph, X ⊆ V (D) and D′ = D〈V (D)−X〉, then ig(D′) ig(D)+ |X|.
Proof. This follows immediately, since the maximum in- or out-degree cannot increase when
we delete vertices, and the minimum in- or out-degree can drop by at most one, when we delete
one vertex. 
The following lemma will be used in several of our proofs, where the reason for the specific
numbers will become apparent.
Lemma 2.5. If D is a c-partite tournament of order n and c  4, then if we delete less than
n/4 − 6ig(D) vertices from D, then the resulting MT still has at least 4 (non-empty) partite sets.
In particular if n  476ig(D) + 477l + 13 440, for some l  0, then if we delete at most
113ig(D)+ 119l + 3360 vertices from D, then the resulting MT still has at least 4 partite sets.
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n
4
+ 2ig(D) n
c
+ 2ig(D) vmax(D).
Let X be a set of vertices, such that |X| < n/4 − 6ig(D). This is equivalent to n − |X| >
3(n/4 + 2ig(D)), which by the above implies that V (D)−X has more than 3vmax(D) vertices.
This proves the first part of the lemma. The second part follows immediately from the first as
(476ig(D)+ 477l + 13 440)/4 − 6ig(D) = 113ig(D)+ 119.25l + 3360. 
The following result was proved in [12], and will be used several times below.
Lemma 2.6. (See [12].) If D is an MT, and X and Y form a partition of V (D) (i.e X ∩ Y = ∅
and X ∪ Y = V (D)), then the following two statements hold:
(i) E(X,Y )|X| + E(X,Y )|Y |  |Y | + |X| − vmax(D).
(ii) E(X,Y ) |X| × |Y | × |Y |+|X|−vmax(D)|X|+|Y | .
Proof. Part (i) is stated in [12], and part (ii) follows immediately from part (i). 
The following lemma is a weakening of one of the main results in [12].
Lemma 2.7. (See [12].) Let D be an MT of order n. If 2ig(D) n − 3vmax(D) + 2 then D has
a Hamilton cycle.
The following lemma turns out to be very useful in many of our proofs and is also interesting
in its own right. It is not difficult to see that it immediately implies the known result that the
strong connectivity of any MT, D, is at least (|V (D)| − 2ig(D)− vmax(D))/3 (see [11]).
Lemma 2.8. If D is an MT of order n and with subsets X,Y ⊆ V (D), such that X ∩ Y = ∅ and
X ⇒ Y in D, then the following holds
2ig(D) 2il(D) 3
(|X| + |Y |)− vmax(D)− 2n.
Proof. By Lemma 2.6 we get the following, by considering D〈X ∪ Y 〉,
E(X,Y )
|X| +
E(X,Y )
|Y |  |X| + |Y | − v
max
(
D〈X ∪ Y 〉) |X| + |Y | − vmax(D).
Without loss of generality we may assume that |X| |Y |, which implies that
E(X,Y )
|X| 
|X| + |Y | − vmax(D)
2
.
As
∑
x∈X |N+(x)∩Y | = E(X,Y ) and
∑
x∈X(|N+(x)∩X| − |N−(x)∩X|) = 0, there exists
a vertex x ∈ X such that the following holds
∣∣N+(x)∩ Y ∣∣+ ∣∣N+(x)∩X∣∣− ∣∣N−(x)∩X∣∣ |X| + |Y | − vmax(D)
2
.
As d+(x)  |N+(x) ∩ Y | + |N+(x) ∩ X| and d−(x)  |N−(x) ∩ X| + (n − |X| − |Y |) we
note that the following holds
il(D) d+(x)− d−(x) |X| + |Y | − v
max(D) − (n− |X| − |Y |).2
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Theorem 2.9. Let D be an MT of order n and let x and y be different vertices in D. Then the
following hold:
(a) If 13ig(D)+11vmax(D)−18 < 5n then there exists an (x, y)-path in D, of length at most 5.
(b) If 23ig(D)+19vmax(D)−30 < 7n then there exists an (x, y)-path in D, of length at most 4.
(c) If 5ig(D)+ 4vmax(D)− 6 < n then there exists an (x, y)-path in D, of length at most 3.
(d) If 87ig(D) + 90.5vmax(D) + 32 < 23n then there exists an (x, y)-path in D, of length ex-
actly 4. Furthermore (d) still holds when x = y.
Proof. We first prove parts (a), (b) and (c), as part (d) needs a slightly different tech-
nique. Let X = N+(x) and note that there is a vertex z ∈ X, such that N+(z) ∩ X 
(|X| − 1)/2 (as |A〈X〉|  |X|(|X| − 1)/2). By Lemma 2.2 this implies that |N+(z) − X| 
(n − vmax(D) − ig(D))/2 − (|X| − 1)/2. Let X′′ = {x} ∪ N+(x) ∪ N+(N+(x)) and note that
|X′′|  1 + |X| + (n − vmax(D) − ig(D) − |X| + 1)/2 (as x /∈ N+(z)). By Lemma 2.2 we see
that |X| (n− vmax(D)− ig(D))/2 which implies the following
2|X′′| n− vmax(D)− ig(D)+ n− v
max(D)− ig(D)
2
+ 3
= 3n− 3v
max(D)− 3ig(D)+ 6
2
.
Now we make the following definitions, before proving (a), (b) and (c) separately:
• X′ = {x} ∪N+(x). We have shown that 2|X′| n− vmax(D)− ig(D)+ 2.
• X′′ = {x} ∪ N+(x) ∪ N+(N+(x)) (as above). We proved that 4|X′′|  3n − 3vmax(D) −
3ig(D)+ 6.
• Y ′ = {y} ∪N−(y). Analogously to X′ we get 2|Y ′| n− vmax(D)− ig(D)+ 2.
• Y ′′ = {y} ∪ N−(y) ∪ N−(N−(y)). Analogously to X′′ we get 4|Y ′′|  3n − 3vmax(D) −
3ig(D)+ 6.
If there is no (x, y)-path, P , in D, of length at most 5, then we must have Y ′′ ⇒ X′′ and
Y ′′ ∩ X′′ = ∅. Now Lemma 2.8 implies the following which, by moving the terms around, gives
a contradiction to 13ig(D)+ 11vmax(D)− 18 < 5n
2ig(D) 3
(3n− 3vmax(D)− 3ig(D)+ 6
2
)
− vmax(D)− 2n.
If there is no (x, y)-path, P , in D, of length at most 4, then we must have Y ′′ ⇒ X′ and
Y ′′ ∩ X′ = ∅. Now Lemma 2.8 implies the following which, by moving the terms around, gives
a contradiction to 23ig(D)+ 19vmax(D)− 30 < 7n
2ig(D) 3
(
3n− 3vmax(D)− 3ig(D)+ 6
4
+ n− v
max(D)− ig(D)+ 2
2
)
− vmax(D)− 2n.
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Y ′ ∩X′ = ∅. Now Lemma 2.8 implies the following which, by moving the terms around, gives a
contradiction to 5ig(D)+ 4vmax(D)− 6 < n
2ig(D) 3
(
n− vmax(D)− ig(D)+ 2
)− vmax(D)− 2n.
This completes the proof of (a)–(c). In order to prove (d), we make the following definitions:
Y1 = N−(y) − x, X1 = N+(x) − y and X2 = X1 ∪ N+(X1). Analogously to above we note the
following
|Y1|, |X1| n− v
max(D)− ig(D)− 2
2
and |X2| 3n− 3v
max(D)− 3ig(D)
4
.
Assume that there is no (x, y)-path in D of length exactly 4. This implies that Y1 ⇒ N+(X1).
Therefore Z = Y1 ∩ N+(X1) is independent. Let Y ′ = Y1 − Z, and note that Y ′ ⇒ X2 because
of the following. If there was an arc, uv, from X1 to Y ′, then v would belong to N+(X1) and
therefore not lie in Y ′, a contradiction.
Analogous to the proof of Lemma 2.8 we note that there is a vertex y ∈ Y ′, such that the
following holds
d+(y)− d−(y) E(Y
′,X2)
|Y ′| −
∣∣V (D)− Y ′ −X2∣∣.
By Lemma 2.6 we note that this is equivalent to the following
ig(D) |X2| × |Y
′| + |X2| − vmax(D)
|Y ′| + |X2| − n+ |Y
′| + |X2|.
Note that |Y ′| (n− 3vmax(D)− ig(D)− 2)/2 as Z is independent. As the above function is
increasing in both |X2| and |Y ′| we have the following where y∗ = (n−3vmax(D)− ig(D)−2)/2
and x∗ = (3n− 3vmax(D)− 3ig(D))/4
ig(D) x∗ ×
(
2 − v
max(D)
y∗ + x∗
)
− n+ y∗.
Note that by (d) we have 32vmax(D) < 15n − 27vmax(D) − 15ig(D) − 12. Therefore the
following holds by the definition of x∗ and y∗ and a few simple computations
vmax(D)
y∗ + x∗ =
4vmax(D)
5n− 9vmax(D)− 5ig(D)− 4 <
3
8
.
The two equations above can now be merged in order to give us ig(D)  13x∗/8 − n + y∗.
By inserting the values of x∗ and y∗ into this we get the following
ig(D)
39n− 39vmax(D)− 39ig(D)
32
− 16n+ 48v
max(D)+ 16ig(D)+ 32
32
.
As we have just shown that 32ig(D) 23n − 87vmax(D) − 55ig(D) − 32 we have a contra-
diction against (d), so there must be an (x, y)-path in D of length exactly 4. 
Note that in [7] Volkmann proved that an almost regular c-partite tournament with c  8
contains a 4-cycle through every arc. Furthermore c  8 cannot be relaxed. Theorem 2.9(d)
shows that if 3.8ig(D) + 3.94vmax(D) + 1.4  |V (D)| then there is a 5-cycle through every
arc. It is not difficult to see that this implies that an almost regular c-partite tournament with
c  4 contains a 5-cycle through every arc, except possibly a finite number of (small) counter-
examples.
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extendible arcs in D (i.e. D′ = D − (A(D)−B) is acyclic and Δ−(D′),Δ+(D′) 1).
If 23ig(D) + 19vmax(D) + 150k − 270 < 7n, then there exists a path P in D, containing all
arcs in B and with |A(P )| 5k − 4.
Furthermore if 23ig(D) + 19vmax(D) + 150k − 180 < 7n, then there exists a cycle C in D,
containing all arcs in B and with |A(C)| 5k.
Proof. We will show how to construct a path Pl , containing l arcs of B , such that |A(Pl)| 
5l − 4 and A(P )∪B is path-extendible (for l = 1,2, . . . , k).
P1 clearly exists (let P1 = b1). Now assume that 1 < l  k and that Pl−1 exists. Assume that
Pl−1 = p0p1 . . . pq (q  5(l − 1) − 4). If there is an arc from B that is not on Pl−1 but has a
vertex in common with Pl−1, then the arc must leave pq or enter p0, and therefore we can just
add such an arc. So assume that no arc from B −A(Pl−1) has a vertex in common with Pl−1.
Let bi = uv be an arc from B , which is not on Pl−1. Let X = V (Pl) ∪ V (B) − {pq,u}. Note
that |X| [5(l−1)−4+1]+[2(k− l+1)]−2 = 3l+2k−8 5k−8. Let D∗ = D〈V (D)−X〉
and note that the following holds:
• ig(D∗) ig(D)+ |X| ig(D)+ 5k − 8.
• vmax(D∗) vmax(D).
• |V (D∗)| n− (5k − 8).
As 23ig(D) + 19vmax(D) + 150k − 270 < 7n is equivalent to 23(ig(D) + 5k − 8) +
19vmax(D)− 30 < 7(n− 5k + 8), we note that the following holds
23ig(D∗)+ 19vmax(D∗)− 30 < 7
∣∣V (D∗)∣∣.
By Theorem 2.9, part (b) we now obtain a (pq,u)-path of length at most 4. By adding this
path to B we obtain a new path Pl with all the desired properties. This proves the first part.
We now prove the second part. Let Pk = r0r1 . . . rs be the path found in the first part. Let
X′ = V (Pk) − {r0, rs} and let D′ = D〈V (D)−X′〉. Note |X′|  (5k − 4 + 1) − 2 = 5k − 5,
ig(D
′)  ig(D) + 5k − 5, vmax(D′)  vmax(D) and |V (D′)|  n − (5k − 5). Analogously to
above we note that 23(ig(D)+5k−5)+19vmax(D)−30 < 7(n−5k+5) implies that 23ig(D′)+
19vmax(D′)− 30 < 7|V (D′)|.
So by Theorem 2.9, part (b) we get an (rs, r0)-path which together with Pk gives us the desired
cycle. 
The following lemma is the main lemma needed in the proof of our main result.
Lemma 2.11. Let D be a c-partite tournament of order n and c  4 and let q  0 be an
integer. Let x ∈ V (D) be arbitrary. If n  476ig(D) + 3900 + 100q , then there exists a cy-
cle, C, in D − x, such that the following holds: |V (C)|  20 and there exists a set of ver-
tices {u1, u2, . . . , uk} ⊆ V (C) (k  4), such that u1, u2, . . . , uk all dominate x and |N−(u+1 ) ∪
N−(u+2 )∪ · · · ∪N−(u+k )| n/2 + q .
Proof. Let D and x be defined as in the lemma. Let T ∗ = N−(x), let W ∗ = {w ∈ V (D):
|N−(w)∩ T ∗| 6} and let T = T ∗ −W ∗. We now prove the following claims.
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(a1) 13n 51vmax + 17ig(D)+ 408.
(a2) 238n 930vmax + 758ig(D)+ 21 450 + 550q .
(a3) n 3vmax + 113ig(D)+ 975 + 25q .
Proof. Let r  0 and note that rn/4 = r(n/4 + 2ig(D)) − 2rig(D) 
rvmax(D)−2rig(D), by Lemma 2.1. Therefore we get the following, as n 476ig(D)+3900+
100q ,
n× 4 + r
4
 rvmax(D)+ ig(D)(476 − 2r)+ 3900 + 100q.
By letting r = 204 we get 52n  204vmax(D) + 68ig(D) + 3900 + 100q . By dividing by 4
on both sides we easily get claim (a1).
By letting r = 3720/22, we get 3808n/88 3720vmax/22+ (476−3720/11)ig(D)+3900+
100q . By multiplying both sides by 238 × 88/3808 = 5.5, we easily get claim (a2).
By letting r = 12, we get 4n  12vmax + 452ig(D) + 3900 + 100q . By dividing both sides
by 4 we easily get claim (a3). 
Calim (b). |T | n−3vmax(D)−ig(D)−242 > 475.
Proof. By Lemma 2.2 we see that |T ∗| (n− vmax(D)− ig(D))/2. As the maximum in-degree
in D〈T ∗ ∩W ∗〉 is at least (|T ∗ ∩ W ∗| − vmax(D))/2, we see that |T ∗ ∩ W ∗|  vmax(D) + 12
(as Δ−(D〈T ∗ ∩W ∗〉) 6). Therefore |T | (n− 3vmax(D)− ig(D)− 24)/2, which proves the
first part of the claim.
By (a3) this implies that |T | (112ig(D)+ 975 + 25q − 24)/2 > 475. 
Calim (c). |W ∗||T |  152 .
Proof. As W ∗ ⊆ V (D) − T , we note that (b) implies |W ∗| (n + 3vmax(D) + ig(D) + 24)/2.
Multiplying the bounds on |W ∗| and |T | by 15 and using (a1) we get the following
|W ∗|
|T | 
15n+ 45vmax(D)+ 15ig(D)+ 360
13n+ 2n− 45vmax(D)− 15ig(D)− 360
 15n+ 45v
max(D)+ 15ig(D)+ 360
2n+ 6vmax(D)+ 2ig(D)+ 48 =
15
2
. 
Calim (d). |W ∗| − E(W ∗,T )−6|W ∗||T |  1517vmax(D)+ 45.
Proof. By Lemma 2.6 we get the following
|W ∗| − E(W
∗, T )− 6|W ∗|
|T |  |W
∗| −
(
|W ∗| |W
∗| + |T | − vmax(D)
|W ∗| + |T | − 6
|W ∗|
|T |
)
.
However the right-hand side of the above equation is equivalent to (|W ∗|/|T |) × vmax(D)/
(|W ∗|/|T | + 1) + 6|W ∗|/|T |. As f (z) = z/(z + 1) is an increasing function when z > 0 we
obtain the following by (c)
|W ∗| − E(W
∗, T )− 6|W ∗|  15 × v
max(D) + 45 = 15vmax(D)+ 45. |T | 2 17/2 17
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u1, u2, . . . , uk all dominate x and |N−(v1)∪N−(v2)∪ · · · ∪N−(vk)| n/2 + q .
Proof. We will now show how to find the vertices u1, u2, . . . , uk, v1, v2, . . . , vk , which are men-
tioned in the statement of the claim, by induction. Let v1 be a vertex of T , which maximises the
value |N−(v1) ∩ W ∗| (it exists by (b)). Let u1 be any vertex in T ∗ which dominates v1 (such a
vertex exists since v1 /∈ W ∗).
Given vertices u1, u2, . . . , uj , v1, v2, . . . , vj (1  j < 4), let Cj = N−(v1) ∪ N−(v2) ∪
· · · ∪ N−(vj ) and let Sj denote all the vertices of W ∗, which do not dominate any vertex
in {v1, v2, . . . , vj }. Note that (given u1 and v1 above) |C1|  (n − vmax(D) − ig(D))/2 by
Lemma 2.2. We will now evaluate |S1|. By the definition of W ∗ we note that the number of arcs
from W ∗ to T is at least E(W ∗, T )− 6|W ∗|. So clearly v1 has at least (E(W ∗, T )− 6|W ∗|)/|T |
arcs into it from W ∗. By Claim (d) we now get that |S1| 15vmax(D)/17+45. Note furthermore
that |S1| |S2| · · · |Sj |. Now let Dj = D〈V (D)−Cj − Sj 〉.
If V (Dj ) = ∅, then |Cj | = n − |Sj |  n − 15vmax(D)/17 − 45. Note that (a3) implies the
following
n
2
 3v
max(D)+ 113ig(D)+ 975 + 25q
2
>
15
17
vmax(D)+ 45 + q.
Therefore |Cj | > n/2 + q .
If V (Dj ) = ∅ and j < 4, then we will now show how to find uj+1 and vj+1. Let vj+1 be
the vertex in Dj , with largest in-degree (i.e. maximum |N−Dj (vj+1)|). And since vj+1 /∈ W ∗ (as
W ∗ ⊆ C1 ∪ S1), we may let uj+1 be any vertex in T ∗ − {u1, u2, . . . , uj , v1, v2, . . . , vj }. Note
that |A(Dj )| |V (Dj )|(|V (Dj )| − vmax(Dj ))/2 which implies that vj+1 has in-degree at least
(|V (Dj )| − vmax(Dj ))/2 in Dj , which furthermore implies the following
|Cj+1| |Cj | + |V (Dj )| − v
max(Dj )
2
 2|Cj | + n− |Cj | − |Sj | − v
max(D)
2
.
As 15vmax(D)/17 + 45 |S1| |S2| · · · |Sj |, we get the following
|Cj+1| n+ |Cj | − (15v
max(D)/17 + 45)− vmax(D)
2
 n+ |Cj | − 32v
max(D)/17 − 45
2
.
If no V (Dj ) = ∅, then this implies the following:
• |C1| 12n− 12vmax(D)− 12 ig(D).
• |C2| 34n− 8168vmax(D)− 14 ig(D)− 452 .
• |C3| 78n− 209136vmax(D)− 18 ig(D)− 1354 .
• |C4| 1516n− 465272vmax(D)− 116 ig(D)− 3158 .
Recall that by (a2) we have 7n/16 7(930vmax + 758ig(D) + 21 450 + 550q)/(16 × 238).
Therefore it is not difficult to see that |C4| > n/2 + q . 
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have n  3vmax(D) + 113ig(D) + 975 + 25q . This implies that 7(n − 1) > 23(ig(D) + 1) +
19vmax(D)+ 420, which in turn implies the following
7
∣∣V (D′)∣∣> 23ig(D′)+ 19vmax(D′)+ 150 × 4 − 180.
By Lemma 2.10 there is a cycle in D′ of length at most 20, containing the arcs given in
Claim (c). This completes the proof of lemma. 
Corollary 2.12. Let D be a c-partite tournament of order n and c  4 and let q  0 be some
integer and let x ∈ V (D) be arbitrary. If n  476ig(D) + 3900 + 100q , then there exists a
cycle, C, in D − x, such that the following holds: |V (C)|  20 and there exists a number of
vertices {u1, u2, . . . , uk} ⊆ V (C) (k  4), such that u1, u2, . . . , uk are all dominated by x and
|N+(u−1 )∪N+(u−2 )∪ · · · ∪N+(u−k )| n/2 + q .
Proof. Reverse all arcs in D, and use Lemma 2.11. 
3. Main result
We are now ready to prove our main result, which is the following.
Theorem 3.1. Let D be a c-partite tournament of order n and c  4, and let x and y be two
distinct vertices in D. If n > 476ig(D) + 13 917, then there exists an (x, y)-path P in D of
length l, for all 42 l  n− 1.
Proof. Let D have the properties of the theorem and let D0 = D〈V (D)− x〉. By Lemma 2.5,
D0 has at least 4 partite sets. Note that ig(D0) ig(D)+ 1 and |V (D0)| + 1 = n > 476ig(D)+
7577, which implies the following∣∣V (D0)∣∣+ 1 > 476(ig(D0)− 1)+ 477 + 3900 + 3200.
As this is equivalent to |V (D0)| > 476ig(D0) + 3900 + 100 × 32 we can let C0 be the cycle
obtained in D0 from Lemma 2.11, where q = 32 (where y takes on the role of x in the lemma).
Let u01, u
0
2, . . . , u
0
k0
denote the vertices given in Lemma 2.11.
Let D1 = D〈V (D)− ({y} ∪ V (C0))〉. By Lemma 2.5, D1 has at least 4 partite sets. Note that
ig(D1) ig(D)+ 21 and |V (D1)| + 21 n > 476ig(D)+ 13 917, which implies the following∣∣V (D1)∣∣+ 21 > 476(ig(D1)− 21)+ 3900 + 10 017.
As this is equivalent to |V (D1)| > 476ig(D1) + 3900 we can let C1 be the cycle obtained
in D1 from Corollary 2.12, where q = 0 (where x takes on the role of x in the lemma). Let
u11, u
1
2, . . . , u
1
k1
denote the vertices given in Corollary 2.12.
Let D′ = D〈V (D)− {x, y} − V (C0)− V (C1)〉 and first note that the following holds, as n
476ig(D)+ 13 917,
n 2ig(D)+ 124 + 3
(
n
c
+ 2ig(D)
)
 2ig(D)+ 124 + 3vmax(D).
This implies that 2(ig(D) + 42)  (n − 42) − 3vmax(D) + 2, which in turn implies the fol-
lowing
2ig(D′)
∣∣V (D′)∣∣− 3vmax(D′)+ 2.
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V (D′) and let X = [⋃k1i=1 N+(u1−i )] ∩ V (D′). Note that |Y |  (|V (D′)| + 41)/2 + 32 − 41,
as there are at most 41 extra vertices in D0 compared to D′ (namely V (C0) ∪ V (C1) ∪ {y}).
Analogously we get |X|  (|V (D′)| + 21)/2 − 21 (as V (D1) − V (D′) ⊆ V (C1) ∪ {x}). This
implies the following
|X| + |Y | ∣∣V (D′)∣∣+ 1.
Let Xi = {v ∈ V (D′) | ∃x ∈ X, |A(C′[x, v])| = i}. In other words, X0 = X and v ∈ Xi means
that there is a path of length i from a vertex in X to v by following the cycle C′. Clearly
|X| = |X1| = |X2| = · · · = |X|V (D′)|−1|. Therefore |Xl−|V (C1)|−|V (C0)|−2| + |Y |  |V (D′)| + 1
and there exists a vertex y′ ∈ Y ∩Xl−|V (C1)|−|V (C0)|−2. Let x′ ∈ X be defined such that the length
of C′[x′, y′] is exactly l − |V (C1)| − |V (C0)| − 2. Let u0i be a vertex such that y′ → u0+i and
let u1j be a vertex such that u
1−
j → x′. Now the existence of the following path completes the
proof
xC1
[
u1j , u
1−
j
]
C′[x′, y′]C0
[
u0+i , u
0
i
]
y. 
4. Hamilton cycles containing a path
Theorem 4.1. Let D be a c-partite tournament of order n and c 4 and let P be an l-path in D,
such that n > 476ig(D) + 477l + 13 440. Then there exists a Hamilton cycle in D, containing
the path P .
Proof. Let D and P have the properties of the theorem. Let P = p0p1 . . . pl and let D′ =
D−{p1,p2, . . . , pl−1}. As |V (D′)| = n− (l−1), ig(D′) ig(D)+ (l−1) and n > 476ig(D)+
477l + 13 440 we note that the following holds
n− (l − 1) > 476(ig(D0)+ (l − 1))+ 13 917.
However this implies that |V (D′)| > 476ig(D′)+ 13 917. Therefore, by Theorem 3.1, we see
that there is a (pl,p0)-Hamilton path in D′. This path together with P now give the desired cycle
in D. 
Corollary 4.2. Let D be a regular c-partite tournament of order n and c  4 and let e be any
arc in D. If n > 13 917, then there exists a Hamilton cycle in D, containing the arc e.
Proof. As ig(D) = 0, the corollary follows from Theorem 4.1, by considering the case
when l = 1. 
Even when c  4 it was unknown for many years whether sufficiently large regular c-partite
tournaments had a Hamilton cycle. Now we know that they not only have a Hamilton cycle, but a
Hamilton cycle through any arc or path of constant length (the ‘sufficiently large’ value depends
on the length of the path).
5. Hamilton cycles containing sets of arcs
Theorem 5.1. Let D be a regular c-partite tournament of order n and c  4 and let A =
{a1, a2, . . . , ak} be any set of k path-extendible arcs in D. If n > 11 532 + 2385k + 476ig(D)
then there exists a Hamilton cycle in D, containing all the arcs in A.
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implies the following
7n > 23ig(D)+ 19
(
n
c
+ 2ig(D)
)
+ 150k − 270.
Therefore 7n > 23ig(D) + 19vmax(D) + 150k − 270 and Lemma 2.10 implies that there
exists a path, P , of length at most 5k − 4 in D containing all the arcs in A. As n > 13 440 +
477(5k − 4)+ 476ig(D), Theorem 4.1 now implies the theorem. 
As in the previous section we here note that this generalises the fact that all regular MTs
contain a Hamilton cycle. We can now relax the ‘regular’ part and still guarantee a Hamilton
cycle through any constant number of arcs (which are path-extendible), as long as the MT is
large enough and contains at least 4 partite sets.
6. Cycles of all lengths through an arc
Theorem 6.1. Let D be a c-partite tournament of order n and c 4. If n > 715ig(D) + 13 917,
then for every arc e ∈ A(D), there exists a cycle of length l containing e, for all 5 l  n.
Proof. If l  43, then we are done by Theorem 3.1, so assume that 5 l < 43. By Theorem 3.1
there is a Hamilton cycle C containing e. Let e = p1p2 and let C = p1p2p3 . . . pnp1. Let D′ =
D−{p2,p3, . . . , pl−4}. Note that |V (D′)| = n− l+5, ig(D′) ig(D)+ (l−5) and vmax(D′)
vmax(D). As l < 43 and (23 − 90.5/4)n > 110 × 37 + 32 + 181ig(D) + 87ig(D) we note that
the following holds
23n > 110(l − 5)+ 90.5
(
n
c
+ 2ig(D)
)
+ 87ig(D)+ 32.
This implies the following
23
(
n− (l − 5))> 90.5vmax(D)+ 87(ig(D)+ (l − 5))+ 32.
As this implies that 23|V (D′)| > 90.5vmax(D) + 87ig(D′) + 32 there exists a path, Q, of
length 4 from pl−3 to p1 in D′, by Lemma 2.9(d). The cycle p1p2 . . . pl−3Qp1 is now the desired
l-cycle. 
In [6] it is shown that if D is an almost regular c-partite tournament with c  6 and partite
sets |V1| = |V2| = · · · = |Vc|, then every arc of D is contained in a directed cycle of length j
for all j ∈ {4,5,6, . . . , c}. In [8] this is extended to the case when c  7 and there are at least
two vertices in each partite set, but the partite sets do not have to have the same size. Note
that Theorem 6.1 complements these results, by considering arbitrary fixed global regularity and
cycles of lengths 5,6,7, . . . , |V (D)| instead of 4,5,6, . . . , c. Furthermore, Theorem 6.1 holds
for all sufficiently large D, with c  4, whereas the results from [6] and [8] do not require the
‘sufficiently large’ part but do instead require c 6 and c 7, respectively (and ig  1).
The following theorem will help us prove our main results in Section 6.
Theorem 6.2. Let D be a c-partite tournament of order n.
If c 4 and n > 4vmax(D)+ 2ig(D)− 3 then every vertex in D lies on a 3-cycle.
If c 5 and n > 50ig(D)− 15 then every vertex in D lies on a 3-cycle.
If c 4 and n > 715ig(D)+ 86 then every vertex in D lies on a 4-cycle.
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cycle containing u, then X ⇒ Y . If u belongs to the partite set V ′, then |X|+|Y | = n−(|V ′|−1).
Lemma 2.8 therefore implies that 2ig(D) 3(n− (|V ′| − 1))− vmax(D)− 2n, which proves the
first part of the theorem.
In the second part we know that n > 50ig(D)−15, which implies that n > 4(n/5+2ig(D))+
2ig(D) − 3. Therefore n > 4(n/c + 2ig(D)) + 2ig(D) − 3  4vmax(D′) + 2ig(D′) − 3, which
by the first part implies the second part.
The last part follows from Lemma 2.9(d), as n > 715ig(D) + 86 implies that 23n >
90.5vmax(D)+ 87ig(D)+ 32 (analogous to the proof of Theorem 6.1). 
The following two corollaries prove that all regular c-partite tournaments with c 4 are vertex
pancyclic, except for possibly a finite number of examples. This proves a conjecture from [5],
except for possibly a finite number of examples.
Corollary 6.3. Let D be a c-partite tournament of order n and c 5. If n > 715ig(D)+ 13 917,
then D is vertex pancyclic.
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorems 6.1 and 6.2. 
Corollary 6.4. If D is a regular 4-partite tournament of order n, with n > 13 917, then D is
vertex pancyclic.
Proof. Since D is a regular 4-partite tournament, we note that ig(D) = 0 and n = 4vmax(D).
Therefore the corollary follows from Theorems 6.1 and 6.2, (as n > 4vmax(D)+2ig(D)−3). 
In [13] it is shown that all regular c-partite tournaments with c  5 are pancyclic. Note that
Corollary 6.3 implies that for any fixed local irregularity all sufficiently large c-partite tourna-
ments with c  5 are in fact pancyclic. Clearly we can only state the above for all sufficiently
large c-partite tournaments, as for fixed local irregularity small c-partite tournaments may not
even be strong.
In [13] we referred to a paper in preparation which showed that all sufficiently large reg-
ular 4-partite tournaments are vertex-pancyclic. The paper in preparation used a complicated
probabilistic argument. However Corollary 6.4 implies this paper, so the paper will remain un-
published.
7. The number of Hamilton cycles
Theorem 7.1. If D is a c-partite tournament of order n and c  4 and n > 476ig(D) + 13 917,
then it contains at least the following number of Hamilton cycles
(
0.37n− 0.51ig(D)+ 30
)n/221−ig(D)−30.
Proof. Let l = (n− 13 440 − 476ig(D)− 1)/477 (note that l  1) and let P be any path in D
of length l. Theorem 4.1 implies that D contains a Hamilton cycle, HP , containing the path P .
Let x ∈ V (D) be arbitrary and let P = {P1,P2, . . . ,Pk} contains all distinct paths of length l
starting from x. Assume that there are k such paths. As HP1 ,HP2 , . . . ,HPk are all distinct, this
implies that there exists at least k distinct Hamilton cycles in D.
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(j − 1) possible vertices in N+(pj ) − {x,p1,p2, . . . , pj }, as pj ,pj−1 /∈ N+(pj ). As we also
have at least δ+ possible choices for p1, the following holds
k  δ+ × δ+ × (δ+ − 1)× (δ+ − 2)× · · · × (δ+ − (l − 2)) (δ+ − (l − 2))l .
By Corollary 2.3 we note that δ+  (3n− 12ig(D))/8, which implies the following
k 
(
3n− 12ig(D)
8
− n− 13 440 − 476ig(D)− 1
477
+ 2
)(n−13 440−476ig(D)−1)/477−1
.
This implies the statement of the theorem. 
Let D be a c-partite tournament of order n. If ig(D)  q for some constant q , then Theo-
rem 7.1 implies that there are at least eΘ(n lg(n)) Hamilton cycles in H . No digraphs has more
than (n − 1)! ∈ eΘ(n lg(n)) Hamilton cycles, so Theorem 7.1 is in some sense best possible, even
though the constants can probably be improved.
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